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Introduction 

 
 
Welcome to your Natal Chart report. 
 
Your Natal Chart report is an astrological chart based on the mathematically precise positions of the 
planets and the Sun & Moon at the time, date and place of your birth. It provides you with insights into 
your character and personal life potentials by indicating the strengths you have and the challenges you 
experience in life. 
 
Your Natal Chart report covers among other things your primary motivation in life, your identity, emotions, 
mentality, love and sexuality, spirituality, earning ability and career potentialities and so on. 
 
In some parts of the report you will come across apparent contradictions in the descriptions of your 
character. This is to be expected; people are complex and have many contradictory facets to their 
personality. 

 
While most people only read their Sun Sign when they read forecasts or descriptions….it is just 
as valuable (if not more so) to ALSO read information according to your Moon and 
Ascendant/Rising sign.  The combination of Sun, Moon and Ascendant will give you a full and 
rich insight beyond your Sun Sign. 

https://www.astrologyhoroscopequeen.com/shop
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Ascendant (a.k.a. Rising Sign) 

 
 
The Ascendant describes your personality and image, the face you show the world, and 
the nature of your personal and wider environment.  It is often referred to as the sign of 
your Soul!  It is not a physical planet or object in the universe, but a reference point 
determined by the time and place of your birth, and the astrological sign and degree on 
the Easter horizon at that moment.  You want to read astrology forecasts and descriptions 
for your Ascendant, in addition to your Sun and Moon – as the information will be as 
relevant, if not more, than your Sun Sign 
 
 
 
Ascendant in Leo 
Your primary motivation in life is to attain power and recognition. You make an immediate impact 
on others through displaying an authoritative and commanding personality. Self-confident, self-
expressive and vital, you carry yourself well and with great dignity. You are often the center of 
attention. A capable leader and organizer, people look to you for direction and respect your 
judgment. You tend to have a sensitive ego and a lot of pride. Arrogance and stubbornness can 
turn others against you. 
 
 
 

Sun 

 
 
The Sun describes your sense of personal identity, your creative expression and ability to 
realize your individual potential and gain recognition.  It shows where you feel the most 
sense of satisfaction, and where you thrive! 
 
 
 
Sun in Gemini 
You have an intellectual attitude to life, with mental alertness and an enthusiasm for learning. 
Always curious, your interests can range from the sublime to the ridiculous. You enjoy change 
and variety with respect to friends and acquaintances and maintain an active social life. You are 
someone who lives in the present and for the moment. A natural communicator, you can excel as 
a speaker or writer. Playful and mischievous, you can, at times, be superficial and inclined to flit 
from one thing to another. 
 
 
Sun in 10th House 
You are ambitious and can rise to positions of prominence and importance in life - either publicly 
or within your own circle. You will receive honors in life. You require recognition - especially in a 
career. Professionally, you are best suited to self-employment or employing others, as you are 
likely to experience difficulties adjusting to subordinate roles. You may develop an interest in 
politics. 
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Moon 

 
 
The Moon describes your emotional nature, instinctual behavior and unconscious 
response patterns, and sense of home and family. 
 
 
Moon in Sagittarius 
You have a free and easy outlook on life, with a freedom-loving emotional nature. Being 
emotionally tied down is not your style. You are open and honest in your emotions. Your 
philosophies and ethics in life are instilled in early childhood and remain with you through life. 
You have a deep interest in higher learning and a strong curiosity about things, which may lead 
to long distance travel or tertiary education. 
 
 
Moon in 4th House 
Your home is vitally important to your feeling of emotional well-being. You need the 
establishment of a safe and secure home and family-life and will probably spend a lot of time in 
your home generally. You identify strongly with your family history and place of birth - even if you 
move away from the family or birthplace in later life. You can tend to play the parental role within 
domestic environments, by caring for and protecting those you live with. 
 
 
 

Midheaven 

 
 
The Midheaven describes your highest aspirations in life and means to self-fulfillment, 
your personal vocation, and your status as perceived by others. 
 
 
Midheaven in Taurus 
Your aim in life is to achieve material security. This can be achieved through persistent effort, 
industry and patience. Self-realization comes through tolerance, devotion to a cause and the 
discovery and expression of your own unique creativity. An appreciation of nature brings you 
closer to it. 
 
 
 

Mercury 

 
 
Mercury describes your manner of expression, your powers of communication and 
intellectual reasoning, your ability to formulate and articulate ideas, and to make 
decisions. 
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Mercury in Cancer 
You have a retentive memory. "What is felt is what is remembered" describes the way your mind 
works. Your intellect and thinking processes are influenced by your feelings. You are highly 
intuitive and perceptive. Your thinking is often centered on the home and family matters. 
 
 
Mercury in 11th House 
Spending time with your friends is important to you, as you and they learn from one another. You 
enjoy acquiring and sharing knowledge with them. Together, you and your friends may participate 
in courses and studies. On occasion, you can tend to worry about your friends. You are a social 
and group-orientated person and may belong to common interest groups or societies. A capable 
net-worker, you are able to bring people together for a purpose or cause. 
 
 

Venus 

 
Venus describes your appreciation of beauty and the arts, your powers of attraction, and 
your capacity for close personal relationships and love affairs. 
 
 
Venus in Cancer 
You experience deep and sincere feelings of love and are caring and protective towards your 
loved ones. To feel emotionally secure, you need to have affection and tenderness 
demonstrated. You are sensitive in love and hopelessly romantic, but can easily be hurt by 
insensitivity from another. You have a desire for partnership and an appreciation of family-life. 
Social activities are often centered in the home and your guests always feel welcome. 
 
 
Venus in 11th House 
Your social life is important to you and you will probably belong to a variety of groups or clubs. 
Romantic affairs and close friendships can be established through shared activities. In special 
circumstances, friendships can develop into love affairs, or vice versa. You attract cultured and 
artistically minded friends who appreciate taste and refinement. 
 
 
 

Mars 

 
 
Mars describes the way you act and assert yourself, your basic urges and desires, and 
your ability to achieve personal goals. 
 
 
Mars in Leo 
You act with great self-assurance and self-confidence, especially in areas that are familiar to you. 
You have an enterprising spirit, coupled with the capability to demonstrate leadership and 
initiative. You like to take charge of situations and to exercise your authority over others. At times, 
there may be the tendency to act in an arrogant or domineering fashion towards other people. 
You can also come across as all show and no action. 
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Mars in 12th House 
You can be a champion for the underdog and may actively attempt to assist those who cannot 
help themselves. In general, you are not driven by the desire for recognition; instead you achieve 
a lot working behind-the-scenes. You can work well, or possibly hold administrative positions, 
within large institutions. At times, you may find that your intentions are not realizable, due to a 
lack of energy or weakened vitality. In certain cases there is the urge to escape from restrictive or 
limiting circumstances or mindsets. 
 
 
 

Jupiter 

 
 
Jupiter describes how you relate to the larger world beyond your personal self, how you 
expand in life, and experience higher learning, travel or religion. 
 
 
Jupiter in Libra 
You have an easy-going and relaxed nature in the company of others, coupled with the ability to 
become popular and to make good connections. You have a gift for social or public work and a 
talent for getting others involved in worthwhile causes. Intrinsically just and fair, you believe in 
equality in personal or professional partnerships. You appreciate beauty and the fine arts. 
 
 
Jupiter in 2nd House 
You have an either/or approach to money and possessions; meaning that you either pursue 
material wealth with determination and success, or you reject its pursuit in favor of higher 
objectives and spiritual ideals. Financial gain is to be expected; however once achieved it may 
not deliver all that it promises by way of personal satisfaction or happiness. Attracting money is 
rarely difficult for you, but holding on to it can be a challenge. 
 
 
 

Saturn 

 
 
Saturn describes your experience of reality, your fears and inhibitions, where you are 
serious, and how you respond to society's rules. 
 
 
Saturn in Cancer 
You have a strong desire for secure family and domestic circumstances; however there will 
always be some difficulties associated with these areas. Family responsibilities are taken 
seriously. You experience strong controlling factors in your emotional life, either from within 
yourself or through other people or circumstances. Giving or receiving emotional support can be 
difficult. 
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Saturn in 11th House 
You can be a bit of a loner and sometimes feel uncomfortable in social situations. You tend not to 
make friends easily; however you have the ability to cultivate genuine and long lasting friendships 
through sincere effort and steadfast loyalty. You can gain through the patronage and goodwill of 
older and experienced benefactors. Take care that you don't fall victim to false or deceitful 
acquaintances. 
 
 
 

Uranus 

 
 
Uranus a generational planet - describes areas of personal and peer group uniqueness, 
your intuitive awareness, and your ability to adapt to the new and sudden. 
 
 
Uranus in Gemini 
You have the ability to comprehend new ideas and concepts quickly and intuitively. An innovative 
and original thinker, you have the power to impress your ideas on others. You are innately 
restless and in constant search for new stimuli. 
 
 
Uranus in 10th House 
At best, your career path in life is up and down and prone to sudden or changeable 
circumstances. You are suited to unusual or progressive vocations, including computing, 
electronics or aviation. You can gain recognition in your profession if you tune into your own 
unique talents. Your political outlooks tend to be more radical than conservative. 
 
 
 

Neptune 

 
 
Neptune a generational planet - describes your personal and peer group experiences of 
spirituality, your powers of inspired fantasy and areas of illusion. 
 
 
Neptune in Libra 
You are a member of a generation that tends to idealize romantic love and marriage. There is the 
potential for unrealistic expectations in relationships, which can lead to let-downs or 
disappointments. You have a high sensitivity to beauty and refinement, coupled with an 
appreciation of the arts. 
 
 
Neptune in 2nd House 
Your attitude towards wealth and possessions can be idealistic or unrealistic. You either display 
keen instincts about financial opportunities, or experience disappointments or losses, through 
mismanagement or deception. Money can seem to flow through your fingers. 
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Pluto 

 
 
Pluto a generational planet - describes your personal and peer group experience of 
upheavals, forces beyond individual control, power and irreversible changes. 
 
 
Pluto in Leo 
You have a strong need to be self-expressive and to make an impression on others and the world 
in general. You are part of a generation of leaders and doers. While you tend to challenge 
authority, you can be extreme and dictatorial when in positions of power yourself. 
 
 
Pluto in 12th House 
At times, you can be quite closed and private, requiring seclusion in order to meditate and reflect 
upon your deepest concerns. Possibly, you may suffer bouts of fear or paranoia. You may have 
special abilities as an investigator, who specializes in unearthing hidden things or exposing 
corruption, especially within institutions. 
 
 
 

Moon's North Node 

 
 
The Moon's North Node a mathematical point - describes how you interact with others 
socially and the types of unions you form. 
 
 
Moon's North Node in Gemini 
You are inclined to seek contacts with a wide and diverse range of people. You prefer the 
company of mentally stimulating and informed people. Unions may come about through mixing 
with people within teaching or learning environments. You have a sociable nature and tend to 
attract witty and clever acquaintances. 
 
 
Moon's North Node in 10th House 
Your karmic lesson in life is to realize your personal destiny. Vocational matters are important. 
You may need to watch your reputation. 
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Moon's South Node 

 
The Moon's South Node a mathematical point - describes challenges in your relationship 
with others. 
 
 
Moon's South Node in Sagittarius 
A too blunt or tactless attitude in relationships will cause problems for you and others. 
Philosophical intolerance needs to be checked. 
 
 
Moon's South Node in 4th House 
With the Moon's South Node placed here, you experience difficulties with domestic affairs and 
family relationships. 
 
 

The Qualities and Elements 

 
 
The signs of the zodiac are grouped into two basic categories. These are known as the Qualities 
and the Elements. The Qualities describe fundamental modes of activity and the Elements 
describe temperament. There are three Qualities: Cardinal, Fixed & Mutable and four Elements: 
Fire, Air, Earth & Water. Your horoscope has varying degrees of each Quality and Element. The 
percentages you have of each will determine their importance in your life. The higher 
percentages will be more powerful in your life, the lower percentages will be less powerful. 
 

The Qualities 

 
 
36% Cardinal 
The Cardinal signs are Aries, Cancer, Libra & Capricorn. The more planets you have in any of 
these signs the more Cardinal you are: 
Cardinal people are action oriented and initiating. They are interested in promoting change and 
bringing new things into the world. They are direct, assertive and like to take charge of situations. 
They are ambitious, independent and dislike being supervised. They are good at starting 
projects, but not so good at completing them. They have abundant enthusiasm and are very 
resourceful. Cardinal people generally don't hold grudges. 
 
29% Fixed 
The Fixed signs are Taurus, Leo, Scorpio & Aquarius. The more planets you have in any of these 
signs the more Fixed you are: 
Fixed people are persevering and enduring. They achieve results in life through determined and 
persistent effort. They tend to do one thing at a time and are extremely practical in their approach 
to everything. They are not easily influenced by others and can be quite firm or stubborn once 
their minds are made up about something. They tend to hold onto things and are reluctant to 
change. They are staunch, but they can also be inflexible and at risk from becoming set in their 
ways. 
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36% Mutable 
The Mutable signs are Gemini, Virgo, Sagittarius & Pisces. The more planets you have in any of 
these signs the more Mutable you are: 
Mutable people are the most flexible of the three types. They are able to go with the flow. They 
are changeable and adaptable, but also indecisive and restless. They are sensitive to the 
opinions of others, but they can also be impressionable and easily influenced by environmental 
circumstances. Mutable people lack the stubbornness of the Fixed signs and the forcefulness of 
the Cardinal signs, which makes them good mediators and go-betweens. 
 

The Elements 

 
36% Fire 
The Fire signs are Aries, Leo & Sagittarius. The more planets you have in the Fire signs the more 
pro-active and self-determining you are: 
The Fire signs go for freedom of action and power. They strive for recognition in life. They are 
out-going and enthusiastic, adventure seeking and powerful. They are ardent, passionate, 
assertive, demonstrative, bold and courageous. They can also be impatient and bossy, willful and 
reactive, especially when they face delays or obstructions in their path. 
 
7% Earth 
The Earth signs are Taurus, Virgo & Capricorn. The more planets you have in the Earth signs the 
more practical and needful of security you are: 
The Earth signs seek material security. They are down-to-earth, pragmatic, cautious, sensible 
and conservative. Hardworking and industrious, Earth signs are able to put into effect the ideas 
and inspirations of the other signs. They can be accumulative, possessive and overly 
materialistic. They are also sensual and pleasure seeking. 
 
36% Air 
The Air signs are Gemini, Libra & Aquarius. The more planets you have in the Air signs the more 
pro-active and self-determining you are: 
The Air signs go for freedom of action and freedom of movement. Air signs need to be able to 
come and go at will. Their domain is the air we breathe; hence they are conduits for 
communication and the exchange of ideas. They are mentally alert and intellectually stimulating. 
Gregarious and sociable, Air signs like to be around other people. They are observant and 
perceptive, curious and inquisitive. They live totally in the here and now and want to be in 
whatever is going on. 
 
21% Water 
The Water signs are Cancer, Scorpio & Pisces. The more planets you have in the Water signs 
the more needful you are of emotional security: 
People with a majority of planets in the Water signs are motivated by the need to gain security in 
their emotional lives. They are sensitive, deep, compassionate, imaginative and intuitive. Their 
inner lives and dream lives are very active. They are spiritually inclined and potentially psychic, 
with an ability to tune into others. Life is experienced as a mystical journey. They can also be 
hypersensitive, impressionable and emotionally needy. 
 

- End of Report   –  
 

Click here - to get your own personalized Astrology Birth Chart 18-20 Page Report 
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